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et al.: Interview - Paul Chapman
INTERVIEW

Paul
Chapman

As an expert, educator, and
avid researcher in the field
of virtual reality application,
Dr Paul Chapman brings
his insights to "HKDI inspire*
Design Thinking 2019". His
lecture, "Virtual Reality:
Temporary Distraction
or Real Opportunity?"
explains and discusses the
evolution of VR and future
opportunities of utilising
such technology. At the core
of his technological and
innovative endeavour, Dr
Chapman still believes that
empathy and establishing
an understanding of endusers' needs are the keys to
effective designs.
Published42by VTC Institutional Repository, 2019
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Virtual Reality as a
Tool to Integrate Sciences,
Arts, and Technology

VR is only going
to get better and
better, and with
huge investments in
the technology, now
is the time to get
involved.

In the beautiful Scottish port city of
Glasgow, technological innovation is
as vibrant a scene as the city’s rich
Victorian and Art Nouveau heritage,
thanks to the School of Simulation and
Visualisation of the Glasgow School
of Art. Also known as SimVis, it is
an undergraduate and postgraduate
research and commercial centre
based in the Digital Media Quarter
in Glasgow. SimVis boasts state-ofthe-art virtual reality, graphics and
sound laboratories, providing an ideal
environment for students, faculties, and
researchers to explore the interface
between Sciences, Technology and the
Arts.
Since 2009, Dr Paul Chapman has
served as head of SimVis, responsible
for all aspects of activities at the school
including research, commercial and
academic teaching. Hailing from a
background in Computer Sciences,
Dr Chapman is a Chartered Engineer,
Chartered IT Professional and a fellow
of the British Computer Society.
Dedicated to the education of future
generations, Dr Chapman is also an
inaugural member of the Royal Society
of Edinburgh’s Young Academy of
Scotland, an organisation established
in 2011, providing a platform for young
entrepreneurs, professionals and
academics to develop a coherent and
influential voice and to address the
most challenging issues faced by the
Scottish society and beyond. “Most of
my time is spent doing management
activities, but I’m lucky enough to
still be able to do research and a
small amount of teaching.” says Dr
Chapman.

With a passion in technology, Dr
Chapman has been applying his
expertise to address real-world
problems in fields such as Experimental
Psychology, Archaeology, Marine
Visualisation, Speech Rehabilitation,
and Flying Simulation. His current
research interest lies in the field of
Medical Visualisation using VR (virtual
reality) and AR (augmented reality).
Dr Chapman gained his master’s
degree in Computer Graphics and
Virtual Reality in 1996. While the
general public became widely familiar
with the idea of commercial virtual
reality headsets in the 2010s, the
discussion and exploration of the
actual technology has been going
on since the end of the last century.
However, VR experienced a rough
and stalled beginning, failing to reach
expectations and conceptualisations.
With his academic background, Dr
Chapman realised that the technology
for VR development was growing far
too slowly. Decades passed, seeing
how schools today are providing
primary school students with VR
headsets, Dr Chapman believes that
virtual reality is finally no longer an
emerging technology, but rather an
opportunity that should and could be
embraced by the public. “Children can
walk around the moon or the bottom
of the ocean from the comfort of their
classrooms, which is significantly better
than traditional methods of learning,”
he comments, “VR is only going to
get better and better, and with huge
investments in the technology, now is
the time to get involved.”
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Although verging on the innovative and
technology-driven side of design, Dr
Chapman firmly believes that Design
Thinking has to revolve around a deep
interest in developing an understanding
of the end-users. He thinks empathy is
crucial to design, an element allowing
designers to really understand and
gain insights about what users want
and need. “In my work, I’ve found it
imperative to get into my users’ heads
and sometimes question the questions
that they are asking me!”
Before SimVis, Dr Chapman worked
as the director of the Hull Immersive
Visualisation Centre, and had spent
years working as an offshore engineer
in the oil, gas and diamond mining
industries. His mindset for Design
Thinking has been proven to be
feasible in many of his previous work
experience and challenges faced.
“When I worked in the offshore industry,
some of the tasks were extremely
complex. For example, I was involved
with the clear-up of a submarine base
in Scotland which involved removing
lots of debris from the bottom of a large
deep loch. The work environment was
complicated with underwater remotely
operated vehicles, a barge, grab, sonar

surveys, etc. The person in charge of
the operation, the Party Chief, struggled
to have a good understanding of
the current state of operations. By
designing and developing a real-time
‘natural’ marine visualisation system,
it was possible for the Party Chief to
look at a 3D real-time visualisation of
operations and have an immediate
understanding of the position and state
of all offshore objects, because the new
visual interface was extremely intuitive
to understand. This was significantly
better than the previous plethora of
complex graphs, dials, and visuals that
hadn’t been designed with the enduser in mind.”
Surely a clear-cut example of
empathetic and Human-centred
Design approach, but for a more dayto-day practical advice than clearing
the bottom of a loch, Dr Chapman
suggests keeping up-to-date with VR
keynotes on YouTube from companies
like Facebook and figures such as
Michael Abrash. If planning to go
down the research route, he suggests
keeping up with journals such as
Springer’s Virtual Reality. “Unity is
a good tool to get to grips with for
developing VR applications.”
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Dr Chapman recently brought his
innovative concepts built on years
of experience to Hong Kong, and
participated in "HKDI inspire*
Design Thinking 2019". At the event,
he gave a lecture titled "Virtual Reality:
Temporary Distraction or Real
Opportunity?" Through the lecture,
Dr Chapman stated and justified
the notion that “previously VR was a
distraction, now it’s a real opportunity.”
Following the lecture, a workshop was
held. Workshop: XR Case Studies
revolves around virtual reality and
augmented reality and their applications
to various real life and hypothetical
situations. XR (extended reality) has
long been incorporated into projects at
SimVis. The school has an interactive
VR programme as well as various
XR tools providing intuitive learning
environments for medical students.
“One example is our Definitive Human
project, which is the creation of an
accurate 3D model of the human
body.” Dr Chapman explains, “Our
goal is to revolutionise healthcare and
medical learning – we think and see
in 3D, so providing true 3D tools really
helps us understand complex threedimensional anatomical datasets.”
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